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ABSTRACT

Considerable work has been done on forwarding strategies, deciding what data to replicate and exchange during
contacts. Knowledge about movement pattern, social relations in communities and user interests can be used for efficient data dissemination within and between communities.
Identification of central nodes with many contacts, called
hubs, and nodes that have frequent contacts with two or
more communities, called bridge nodes, have been shown to
be efficient in data dissemination [5].
Data replication in general leads to ”node congestion,” i.e.,
filling up buffers with replicated data. Hubs and bridges in
particular are likely to face the issue of evicting data to
leave space for new data. In this paper, we emphasize the
importance of efficient congestion avoidance. We investigate
into buffer management and data dropping strategies based
entirely on local information, and show that strategies with
a high data refresh rate achieve the most efficient delivery
and generate the smallest overhead in our community and
mobility scenarios.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the datacentric architecture used in this work is described. In Section 3, congestion avoidance strategies in terms of buffer
management are discussed. Section 4 describes the methodology and the scenarios. Section 5 describes and discusses
the results of our experiments with different buffer management strategies. Related work is reviewed in Section 6. Last,
we conclude our findings in Section 7.

In order to achieve data delivery in an opportunistic network, data is replicated when it is transmitted to nodes
within communication reach and that are likely to be able
to forward it closer to the destination. This replication and
the unpredictable contact times due to mobility necessitate
buffer management strategies to avoid buffer overflow on
nodes. In this paper, we investigate buffer management
strategies based on local forwarding statistics and relevance
of the data for other nodes. The results obtained on our
emulation platform for opportunistic networks show that
strategies with a high data refresh rate achieve the most
efficient delivery and generate the smallest overhead on our
community and mobility scenarios.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General—
Data communication

General Terms
Experimentation, Measurement
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1.

2. HAGGLE

INTRODUCTION

We evaluate congestion avoidance using the Haggle [10,
11] test-bed. Haggle is a data-centric network architecture,
designed for mobile nodes, based on a publish/subscribe
model. A Haggle node can opportunistically take advantage
of any communication technology of mobile devices, such as
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. A device runs an instance of Haggle
to which applications connect. The instance becomes a node
in an opportunistic Haggle network.

Communication in opportunistic networks is based on sporadic and intermittent contacts between mobile nodes. These
contacts are used to exchange data with nodes that are likely
to move data closer to the destinations. The lack of end-toend paths makes data-centric networking with a focus on
content rather than on location an attractive communication model for opportunistic networks.

2.1 Data Objects and Node Descriptions
A Haggle node has a buffer management system where
it stores data objects. Data objects consist of data with
associated metadata. Data could be anything from a couple
of bytes to a large video clip of many Mbytes. Metadata uses
attributes that describes the actual data. Nodes also express
their interests in data in the form of these attributes. A node
description consists of metadata describing what the node is
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interested in and contains other node-specific information.
An application on a node generates new data objects as well
as consumes data objects that it is interested in.

data object is sent to is collected. A highly replicated object
is a candidate for dropping since there are already many of
them in the network. The node descriptions received from
other nodes give information about the subscribers’ interests. An object in which there is little interest is also a
candidate for dropping.

2.2 Forwarding
When two nodes are getting in contact, they first exchange
their node descriptions. The interest attributes of the two
nodes are matched against metadata attributes of the data
objects stored on the nodes. If there is a match of interests, data is exchanged. In this manner, data objects are
eventually spread among all nodes with common interests.
In addition, nodes exchange data that the other node is
not interested in by itself, thus acting as a relay node. The
nodes calculate which other nodes in the network the the
neighboring node is more likely to meet in the future. If
the other node is more likely to be able to forward the data
towards the destination than the node itself, the node pushes
the data objects to the neighboring node.
The relayed data objects will occupy space in the relay
buffer. The objects will stay there and will be replicated and
exchanged when meeting other nodes with interest in these
data objects. Data objects are replicated when they are
forwarded, i.e., forwarding does not mean that a data object
is deleted from the sending node’s data store. Eventually all
buffers will be filled up and there must be a strategy to evict
data objects to create space for new data objects.

3.

3.1 Buffer Management
Haggle selects the data objects to be dropped from the
relay buffer based on age. Data objects older than a certain
threshold will be dropped. Aging is performed periodically.
The chosen age threshold and periodicity, in relation to the
rate of incoming data defines the occupation in the relay
buffer and may fluctuate significantly over time.
In this work, we take buffer size in consideration and introduce a limit on the relay buffer. If the relay buffer on a
node gets full, data objects will be evicted from the buffer.
Resource management in a node considers all data objects
that are ”not of interest” and removes them. The size of object is not taken into account in this first evaluation but it
could also be used as a factor. A large object releases more
buffer space but a large object takes more time to spread
due to limited bandwidth and contact times.

3.1.1 Evaluated dropping strategies
We evaluate data object dropping strategies based on interests and on the degree of replication.
LI – Least Interested: Drop the data object that the
least number of neighbors are interested in. This strategy
has two side effects: (a) it reduces the diversity of content
since the object will eventually be extinct if no one is interested in it for a long time, (b) but it increases the overall delivery ratio of other objects since the overall interest
matching is increasing.
MI – Most Interested: Drop the data objects that
most neighbors are interested in. As opposed to the previous strategy, this will maintain data object diversity in
the network, but may have a negative effect on the delivery ratio. The strategy will reduce the number of copies of
data objects that are most looked for. On the other hand,
a large number of copies of the same data were shown not
to increase the delivery ratio [3].
The following strategies drop data objects based on local
forwarding history, i.e., replication of data.
Max – Max Copies: Drop data objects after a max
number of copies have been made at the local node. Data
objects are removed after they have been copied Max number of times. This makes the relaying node reject relayed
data objects until space has been cleared in the buffer, no
preemption is done.
MF – Most Forwarded: Drop the data object with the
highest number of replications made at the local node.
LF – Least Forwarded: Drop the data object with the
lowest number of replications made at the local node.
Random: Drop randomly chosen data objects from the
relay buffer. We compare the other five strategies against
this reference case.
Infinite Buffer: Reference best case. It is the overall
best case, represented by nodes with an infinite relay buffer.
No object needs to be dropped
No Buffer: Reference worst case. The worst case is represented by a node strategy, which only accepts data that
the node itself is interested in, i.e., there is no relay buffer.

CONGESTION

In an opportunistic network, data dissemination is done
through data replication. Multiple copies of data increase
the chance for data to be delivered, but it also congests the
network. The remedy in place to avoid congestion is to limit
the number of copies of data in the network.
A node receiving many data objects during a short period
of time will drain its storage resources. When storage is depleted, a node will not be able to receive or relay objects,
which means that the whole network forwarding efficiency
will be hampered by these blocked nodes. To get the delivery
system to work properly under short overload periods congestion avoidance methods are needed, and when the buffers
are filled up, there is a need for an algorithm for dropping
objects.
Traditional congestion avoidance systems, like TCP use
feedback information from the end destination to the source
(e.g., ACKs) and the sender transmission rate is throttled to
the capacity of the end-to-end path. TCP is complemented
with an algorithm to selectively drop segments in routers,
e.g., RED [4]. Opportunistic networks lack an end-to-end
path and the whole data object is forwarded to the destination on a store-carry-forward basis without an ACK back
to the sender. Therefore, traditional congestion avoidance
techniques cannot be used.
The objective with congestion avoidance in this type of
opportunistic system is to take decisions on how much data
to replicate, and what to drop from the relay buffer and
when, with minimum impact on the overall delivery ratio.
Since there is no feedback information, the decision to drop
must be based on local information that a node can gather
when it is in contact with other nodes.
The information that is available to a node is forwarding statistics and node descriptions. Forwarding statistics
consist of the number of times a node has replicated a data
object. Also, the forwarding probability of the node that the
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(a) HN – Hub Node

(b) DM – Data Mule

(c) BN – Bridge Node

(d) CH – Cluster Head

Figure 1: In each scenario five communities are connected in a chain. Depicted are the four different hub
and bridge nodes (shown in dark gray) used in the scenarios. Lines between nodes represent intermittent
connects.

3.2 Flow Control

an inter-contact time of 240 seconds. The total length of an
experiment is one hour.
The following hub or bridge node(s) scenarios are used:
HN – Hub Node: Two communities are connected by
a hub node. All data objects exchanged between two communities have to go through this hub.
DM – Data Mule: A ”data mule” node belongs to two
communities but is only present in one community at a time.
A data mule receives all packets destined to a neighboring
community. During a stay in one community, the mule will
receive packets destined to nodes in a neighboring community. The buffer may become full before it leaves for the
other community, therefore, data must be dropped. A ”data
mule” node stays in a community for 600 seconds before it
moves over to the other community.
BN – Bridge Node: In this scenario communities are
connected by a bridge node between each community pair.
Three nodes are likely to be congested, the bridge node and
the two nodes connecting to the bridge. In this scenario we
interconnect four communities instead of five to keep the
number of nodes comparable with the other scenarios.
CH – Cluster Head: One node from each community is
connected to a node in the neighboring community, forming
a link between them. Congestion occurs by the fact that a
node within a community that wants to send data to a node
in any other community must go through the cluster head
node of the community, thus a bottleneck occurs.

Flow control prevents a sender from overwhelming a receiver with data by having the receiver signal its ability to
handle incoming data. Haggle uses two combined mechanisms to control the flow of objects between nodes. The
first is to limit the number of data objects exchanged. A
receiving node must have at least that buffer space. The
second is to limit the exchange of data objects to only the
highest ranked with respect to interest. In general, a fixed
limit will decrease the overall dissemination of data objects.
It will have the same effect on dissemination as a network
with fewer contact opportunities. If the network is sparsely
connected, only the highest ranked data objects are likely to
be exchanged.
The maximum number of data objects possible to receive
and a ranking threshold can be advertised in the node description. However, node descriptions are only exchanged
during the initial phase of a contact and there is no dynamic feedback during the actual transfer that can throttle
the sender.
By limiting the number of shared data objects, we can
only reduce the risk of congestion. It is not possible to
avoid or recover from congestion. For that purpose, dropping strategies are needed.

4.

EVALUATION

The performance evaluation is performed on a test-bed
based on virtual computers running Linux. One virtual machine hosts one Haggle node. The virtual computers are
running on top of Xen [2], a virtualization software that
connects the nodes through an Ethernet bridge where we
can filter traffic between the nodes. The mobility, community graphs and contact times are emulated and are filtered
according to scenarios and connectivity traces. The user
data production and consumption for each node is identical
for each scenario in order to be able to compare strategies.

4.2 Scenario parameters
Each node is set to be interested in five attributes. They
are chosen from a pool of N = 100 attributes. The attributes
are assigned to the nodes according to a Zipf law distribution
of α = 0.368 [8]. Nodes are set to have 200 data objects
stored in their buffer, marked as received from the node’s
application. Each data object is also assigned five attributes
from the same pool of 100 attributes. These attributes are
chosen from a uniform distribution.
In our experiments, we vary the size of the relay buffer.
During each contact the nodes exchange up to 20 data objects matching their own interest and up to 20 data objects
that are relayed. When the relay buffer reaches 80% utilization, data objects will be removed according to the dropping
strategy. We limited the buffer to 80% in order to let the
chain of events in the Haggle kernel to take place without
risking a buffer overflow. When a relayed data object also
is of interest for the relaying node the data objects will not
take up space in the relay buffer. Instead, it will be put in
another buffer that is considered infinite. Aging is not used
in our experiments.

4.1 Scenarios
Four scenarios are used in the evaluation. In each scenario,
five communities are connected in a chain, unless mentioned
otherwise. A community is a group of nodes that have many
contact opportunities between each other [5]. In the scenarios we vary the way neighboring communities are connected
to each other, as depicted in Figure 1, and we study the
impact of different congestion strategies.
For all scenarios, we use a community size of five nodes
where each node have intermittent contact with all other
nodes in the community. Contacts occur according to a
Markov model with a mean contact time of 60 seconds and
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Community No.
Hub Node
Data Mule
Bridge Node
Cluster Head

1
93
90
100
100

Inf.Buffer
2
3
4
51 39 26
46 17 7
23 6
2
36 18 7

5
22
2
8

1
100
95
100
100

MF buffer=25
2
3
4
5
46 34 20 17
40 12 4
0
10 2
1
29 18 12 9

1
86
94
100
100

MF buffer=100
2
3
4
5
50 41 31 31
43 16 5
2
13 4
0
27 16 12 12

Table 1: Delivery ratio per source community for nodes in community one. Community number five represents
the community furthest away from community one.

5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present performance results from our
experiments. We report on the metrics such as delivery ratio, dissemination speed, and forwarding overhead.

100
90
Delivery Ratio [%]

80

5.1 Delivery ratio
We measure the delivery ratio per node. With this, we
mean how many of the nodes in the network that have an
interest in the object, will actually get a copy within a time
frame. The delivery ratio for the whole network is thus
the delivery ratio over all nodes and all objects. Figure 2
shows the delivery ratio in all four scenarios and the dropping strategies. As can be obsverd, the Hub Node scenario is
performing the best for all dropping strategies. This shows
the importance of good and frequent connectivity of the hub
node within and between communities. The other scenarios perform significantly worse with respect to delivery ratio
with the Cluster Head scenario slightly better than Data
Mule and Bridge Node scenarios as it provides a more direct connection between the communities.
The relative performance between the strategies are similar over the different scenarios. The strategies Most Forwarded (MF) and Random are performing closest to the
reference strategy Infinite Buffer. The MF strategy (which
drops the data object with the highest number of replications made at the local node) performs the best. An explanation for this is that it favors diversity so that the not so
popular objects get a chance to be spread to the interested
nodes. The Least Forwarded (LF) strategy that drops the
data object with the lowest number of replications has the
opposite effect by favoring popular objects so that they are
quickly spread in the network. On the other hand, it creates
many copies of the same objects, which takes space in buffers
and is not efficient from the whole network-spreading point
of view. Hence, the delivery ratio, which is calculated over
all objects and all nodes is hampered. The performance of
MI, to drop the objects with most interest, follow the same
discussion as for the MF—the objects with the most interest
in are likely to be the most copied as well. That Random
dropping is doing so well can again be argued with the same
rationale—it allows less popular objects to get space in the
buffers. The dropping strategy Max Copies is performing
close the worst case strategy No Buffer. This is an indication that it pays to really use a dropping strategy that often
exchange data in the buffer.

LF
LI
Max

MF
MI
Inf.Buffer

Random
No Buffer

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Hub
Node

Data
Mule

Bridge
Node

Cluster
Head

Scenario

Figure 2: Delivery ratio using six object-dropping
strategies in four scenarios. The dropping strategies
are: Least Forwarded (LF), Least Interested (LI),
Max Copies made of data, Most Forwarded (MF),
Most Interested (MI), and Random. The cases, Inf.
Buffer do not drop any packets and No Buffer which
represents the case when nodes do not relay objects.

as well as forwarding overhead. The other scenarios show
similar results, but with a lower delivery ratio.
Figure 3 shows the delivery ratio for the different dropping strategies with varying buffer sizes. We observe a clear
difference between the Max Copies and the other strategies.
While the other strategies achieve a fair delivery ratio already with small buffer size, the Max Copies strategy scales
linearly with the buffer size between the two reference strategies No Buffer and Infinite Buffer. For the other strategies,
it is observed that they scale with buffer size up to 100 data
objects from which point a larger buffer size does not improve the delivery ratio until it approaches the maximum
needed buffer occupation.
For this particular contact scenario, our interpretation is
that a buffer of 100 data objects is enough if there is a dropping strategy. In other words, above this buffer size the
dropping strategy is more significant than an increase in
buffer size. Furthermore, the Max Copies strategy is not
suited for scenarios where nodes only have a few possible
neighbors that may share the interests. What happens in
this strategy is that objects in the relay buffer will not be
discarded until they have been replicated and sent to other
nodes. The consequence is that objects that few nodes are
interested in will occupy buffer space, blocking new objects
that may have a better chance to be spread.

5.1.1 Hub Node scenario
The Hub Node scenario has the highest delivery ratio because of the well-connected hub node that resides within two
communities. We will take a closer look at Hub Node with
respect to its impact on buffer size and dissemination speed,
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Number of forwarded DO per delivered DO

100

Delivery ratio [%]

80
60
40
LF
LI
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MF
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0
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MI
Inf. Buffer
Random
No Buffer
100
Buffer size
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4
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3
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2
1.5
1

LF
LI
Max
MF

0.5
0
10

Figure 3: Delivery ratio using different dropping
strategies, in the Hub Node scenario.

MI
Inf. Buffer
Random
No Buffer
100
Buffer size

1000

Figure 5: Overhead in terms of average number
of forwarded data objects per successfully delivered
data object, in the Hub Node scenario.

Cumulative Delivery Fraction [%]

100

LF
LI
Max
80
MF
MI
70
Inf.Buffer
60 Random
No Buffer
50
90

very close to the Infinite Buffer reference case for all times.
Thus, it is the best dropping strategy when optimizing for
dissemination speed or shortest average delay.
If a No Buffer strategy is used, data objects will only be
exchanged when nodes are in contact and share interests.
There is no relaying of objects. As can be seen in the figure,
objects will eventually stop being exchanged when buffers
for shared interests are exhausted. Even with a small relay
buffer and a dropping strategy, data objects will get through
to the interested nodes, but at the cost of forwarding overhead.

40
30
20
10
0
0

500

5.3 Overhead

1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
Time [s]

With overhead, in this paper, we mean the number of
times a data object has to be forwarded per delivery to an
interested node. The system creates copies of objects that
are distributed to the interested nodes. The more copies of
an object that are circulating the more likely it is that at
least one of them will reach a node interested in it. Likewise, the average delay to a node will be shortened with more
copies if there is enough capacity in the system to accommodate all copies. Therefore, it is interesting to understand
how many times forwarding takes place per efficient delivery of an object, and which dropping strategy is the most
efficient.
In contrast to flooding and epidemic spreading where nodes
exchange copies every time they meet, an interest-based system only exchanges copies when there are matching interests or when there is a relaying opportunity. The nodes will
store the copies until the right time and not resend them as
soon as possible, which is the case in flooding and epidemic
spreading. This conserves both bandwidth and energy but
requires larger buffers.
Figure 5 depicts this overhead per dropping strategy and
buffer size. The most efficient strategy and the reference case
is that of Infinite Buffers. In this strategy, a node always has
buffer space to receive an object and can store everything it
receives. There is no resending of objects due to dropping
of objects. Here we can see that a data object is copied
on average 2.2 times to reach nodes that are interested in

Figure 4: Cumulative delivery fraction over time in
the Hub Node scenario using a buffer size of 100
data objects.

5.2 Dissemination speed
Table 1 shows the delivery ratio from community 1-5 respectively, to nodes in community 1. It shows how many
data objects that nodes in community 1 will get from the
other communities given the nodes’ interests in the objects.
Since objects are forwarded from community to community
via relay nodes, the delivery rates are implicit indicators of
the dissemination speed. As can be seen in the table, the
nodes of community 1 in the Hub Node scenario receive 93%
of all objects of interest in community 1 and 22% of the objects of interest in community 5. The Infinite Buffer strategy
provides the fastest dissemination as discussed earlier, but
even for a small buffer size (25), the dissemination speed is
not too far from the best case. When comparing the performance of interconnection alternatives, the Hub Node is
doing better than the others in terms of the delivery ratio,
i.e., it has the fastest dissemination speed.
Figure 4 shows the cumulative delivery ratio for all dropping strategies with respect to time. The MF strategy comes
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it. When studying the graphs for dropping strategies, we
observe that they use between 3.8 and 2.2 copies depending
on strategy and buffer size. To achieve a high delivery ratio,
a data object has to be resent after it has been dropped from
the buffer. The difference to the Infinite Buffers case of 2.2
is due to the dropping strategy, when the dropped objects
have to be copied again. With a smaller buffer size, more
objects have to be dropped and replaced than for bigger
buffer sizes. The No Buffer strategy does not have any relay
buffer. The object is copied directly to the interested party.
MF has the lowest overhead compared to other dropping
strategies with a high delivery ratio. MF is also the strategy
with the highest delivery ratio. To summarize, storage space
is traded against forwarding overhead and with less objects
dropped, less objects have to be resent.

6.

replication information when dropping gives a higher delivery rate compared to using local interest information. The
strategy to randomly select a data object to drop comes surprisingly close to the best cases in our measurements. This
shows that already with a small relay buffer, performance
gains can be achieved with a dropping strategy where data
objects often are exchanged.
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RELATED WORK

Related congestion management work has been done in
the area of host-centric Delay Tolerant Networking. In DTN,
a node guarantees to forward a bundle (message) to a new
custodian or deliver it to the destination. When a bundle
is accepted, it cannot be dropped since there is no copy left
at the sender. Seligman et al. propose to handle storage
congestion at custody nodes by migrating bundles to alternative custodians [12]. Instead of migrating already stored
bundles, Zhang et al. [13] propose a congestion management
scheme that takes active decisions on whether to accept a
custody bundle to avoid congestion. In our Haggle system,
there is no commitment of guaranteed delivery, data objects
are replicated in each forwarding step.
Balasubramanian et al. [1] and Krifa et al. [7, 6] have
studied routing in a DTN as an allocation problem to avoid
congestion and possible dropping of a bundle. Joint scheduling is done by using global information. Global information
is either propagated through the network [1] or acquired
by statistical learning [7, 6]. Both proposals can optimize
dissemination to a specific metric, e.g., average delay or delivery probability.
Lindgren et al. [9] evaluate queuing policies based on local
forwarding counters and transient forwarding probabilities,
using PRoPHET. They show that probabilities can be used
in buffer management to increase the delivery ratio. With
weights reflecting the number of copies they also show how
PRoPHET can be made more energy efficient per packet
delivery. An evaluation is performed in a host-centric and
intermittently connected network.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

We have evaluated dropping strategies at congested nodes
for data-centric opportunistic networks in different community scenarios. In such networks congestion avoidance, buffer
handling, and choice of data object to drop must be based
on local information. Nodes do not have complete information of the interests of other nodes in the network since
Node Descriptions will only spread between nodes that share
interests.
From the experimental evaluation, we conclude that the
MF strategy (which drops the data object with the highest number of replications made at the local node) performs
overall best with respect to delivery ratio, delay, and overhead at a congested node, i.e., when there is not enough
buffer space for relaying objects. Furthermore, using local
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